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Abstract 

This study was conducted to find out which teachers, if any, are utilizing cell phones in the 

classroom by exploring their perception of cell phone usefulness and concerns teachers may have 

regarding their implementation.  A survey based upon “Standing in the Schoolhouse Door: 

Teacher Perceptions of Mobile Phones in the Classroom” (Thomas, O’Bannon, & Britt, 2014) 

was sent out to teachers from Warren County New Jersey.  Respondents were asked to rate 

certain cell phone applications and the benefits they may see from utilizing them in the 

classroom as well as rating concerns, which may serve as barriers to their integration in 21st 

century classrooms.  Results were analyzed using mean testing and results indicated that there 

were no significant differences when comparing teachers by experience, subject area, and tested 

subjects. However, there were some interesting trends for certain groups of teachers in specific 

assignments. 

Keywords: cell phones, STEM, smartphones, mobile phones, cell phone utilization 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Overview 

General Introduction and Statement of the Problem 

The evolution of the workplace and the world is centered around technology.  As such, 

having students work with technology early and often throughout their educational journeys has 

become vitally important.  Part of an educator’s duty is to prepare students for work beyond their 

schooling, demonstrated by the constant push for 21st century life skills and career readiness.  

One part of 21st century technology that has infiltrated nearly every corner of the world is the 

cell phone (Chiverton, 2017).  Given the link between today’s workforce and the reliance on cell 

phones, teachers face an interesting dilemma regarding their implementation in the classroom. 

The most accessible form of technology for students and teachers alike is the cell phone.  

In research done by Deloitte (2017), some survey participants reported looking at their phones 

approximately 47 times in a day.  With a cell phone’s constant connection to the internet via 

cellular service or Wi-Fi, their utilization is becoming more ingrained in our culture.  Students 

and adults alike find benefits, whether they are keeping up with friends, finding out information, 

shopping, or playing games. 

The landscape inside the classroom has evolved as quickly as the workplace.  No longer 

are students relying solely on paper-based planners or textbooks that can be out of date as soon 

as they are printed.  Instead, smartphones, laptops, and tablets have been steadily taken a 

foothold in the classroom for keeping track of and finding information.  Teachers utilizing 

technology have cited benefits as well.  In an article written in Educational Digest, teachers were 

cited as being more effective, more successful, more excited about the teaching they were doing, 

and that they were growing professionally (Edwards, 2012).  While some districts have given 

students Chromebooks to fill their technology needs, students at large have access to their cell 
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phones at any given time.  For school districts that distribute Chromebooks, this could have an 

impact on future budgeting as they are essentially giving students a redundant piece of 

technology at taxpayers’ expense. 

Purpose of the Study 

Innovative education is becoming more student centered.  Creating a student equipped for 

the jobs of tomorrow typically includes teaching problem solving, critical thinking, and 

collaboration with peers.  A vital component is technology, as it is shaping the lives and 

workplaces of many.  The positive effects are the creation of new, high tech jobs surrounding 

technology implementation and maintenance.  For some however, these changes mean a drastic 

change in handling tasks, and in other cases it is the complete elimination of the job.  These new 

jobs may be centered around the utilization of cell phones for multipurpose applications and 

communication between peers. 

While technology has been hailed as beneficial as a learning tool and perhaps a cost-

effective method of content creation and delivery, some claim that its pervasiveness has 

contributed to student delinquency and a distraction from course content.  In a study conducted 

by Michigan State University, students in a classroom were observed spending up to 33% of 

their time on non-academic websites such as social media, news, and chat services during a 

lecture (Ravizza, Uitvlugt, & Fenn, 2016).  Students with cell phones have a constant connection 

to each other, and their attention can easily be diverted from learning material by any or every 

notification received on their phone.  Additionally, new methods of plagiarism can be spread 

throughout classrooms with photos and file sharing.   

Personal beliefs, self-efficacy, subject area, availability, and grade level may limit 

implementation of technology.  Understanding the nuances of these demographics is vital to 
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effectively integrating technology into a curriculum.  Increasingly school districts have taken to 

providing technology such as Chromebooks to students, which can be redundant given the 

processing power of cell phones that students already possess.  As a district superintendent or 

building principal, analyzing the data can provide insight to uncover opportunities for 

professional development or allocation of resources based on feedback from the research. 

The effects of cell phones in the classroom can be felt at all levels of education.  Given 

the availability of the devices by students in middle school, high school, and college, students are 

seemingly always connected and receiving notifications.  Previous research will be cited in the 

literature review analyzing these three levels of students in an effort to quantify the impact cell 

phones and technology access in the classroom affects academic performance.  The purpose of 

this study is to offer insights to teachers’ perspective regarding cell phones as an instructional 

tool based on their own use and how, or if, they implement cell phones in the classroom for the 

benefit of their students.  

High school students are prohibited from using cell phones during the school day within 

most public schools in the United States; the majority of students, however, maintain possession 

of a personal cell phone within the high school setting (Humble-Thaden, 2011).  Given the 

widespread availability of cell phones, rather than enforce school policies that completely ban 

their use, allowing restricted access may better serve schools.  This can free up administration 

from dealing with discipline issues resulting from students that are sneaking time with their 

devices in class. 

Enforcing cell phone policies that restrict usage only works when there are consequences 

impactful enough to deter use.  Schools resort to penalties such as confiscating phones for the 

remaining duration of the day when the violation occurs, and perhaps have the student turn in 
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their phones at the beginning of the school day for a certain number of days.  A harsher penalty 

could be forcing the student to turn over his or her phone to the school, which is returned at a 

predetermined date.  However, public schools’ confiscation and retention of cell phones for 

periods beyond school time arguably violates parents’ fundamental right to direct upbringing of 

their children under the Fourteenth Amendment due process clause (Maddox, 2012).  Rather than 

deal with any legal ramifications enforcing a penalty that may be harsh enough to deter use but 

illegal under federal law, schools may be better off learning how to implement them in 

classrooms operating under the assumption that if they are being used for educational purposes, 

then they will not be used for personal ones.    

This study was conducted to determine if cell phones are being utilized in the classroom 

already, and if so, are there certain teacher groups that are more likely to use it than others.  

These groups were categorized by state testing, subject matter, and experience.  Additionally, 

how they are being used and what concerns, if any, may prevent teachers from using them in the 

classroom as educational aids.  This research can help aid districts as they explore new ways to 

implement technology in the classroom, with cell phones being the specific focus. 

Significance of the Study 

The research conducted serves to provide insight regarding the positive impacts of 

technology in the classroom, as well as some of the negatives that have been associated with it.  

While the initiatives to incorporate more technology in the classrooms have spread, teachers on 

the ground level may feel pressured and overwhelmed as their lesson plans may need to be 

updated and additional distractions are introduced into the classroom.  With cell phones 

specifically, they present an incredible opportunity for ubiquitous learning, but are hard to 

monitor in the classroom and ensure students are utilizing them in an appropriate manner. 
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In a study done by Duncan, Hoekstra, and Wilcox (2012), cell phone use in the classroom 

significantly correlated with reduced learning outcomes.  Simple observations of cell phone use 

in class can identify students who are off task, and repeated incidents could likely lead teachers 

to attribute poor performance with their level of engagement.  With that in mind, teachers may be 

resistant to any additional technology in the classroom as some may view technology as invasive 

and a distraction from learning.  Struggling to keep students engaged in lessons with such an 

easy to access alternative that can distract them can prove difficult, and in some cases frustrating. 

While some teachers have voiced their concerns about their classroom environment being 

affected by cell phones, or technology in general, districts are increasingly providing their 

students with inexpensive devices such as Chromebooks to students in an effort to integrate 

technology into the curriculum.  With this in mind, budgets are being formulated to include the 

cost of these devices, insurance, and cloud-based software to effectively assimilate them into the 

classroom.  Students and teachers alike may or may not find value in this, as the devices are 

dependent upon internet connections.  Districts whose constituents lack access to this may find 

they are limited in the device’s usefulness outside of the classroom, making a cell phone with a 

data plan more effective for student learning. 

For technology to be considered useful and meaningful, a shift must occur in how 

technology is utilized in the classroom.  Technology should no longer be considered 

implemented if students are only word processing.  Schools can give students the freedom to 

explore topics in new and exciting ways and showcase their learning in a much more meaningful 

way than the traditional assessment methods.  Ensuring teachers have a high level of efficacy and 

expectations with technology is a key component to making this new learning successful.  This 

research can help administrators understand where teachers are in the process, and can help them 
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deploy more technology if it is discovered to be lacking or provide better professional 

development opportunities to make an effective change. 

Ideally, school districts would like to have high proficiency and high utilization for any 

type and method of content delivery.  This indicates that the staff is comfortable using 

technology in the classroom and would expect students to use them meaningfully.  There are 

many factors that can influence their efficacy, including their own personal use of their phone as 

well as their observations of students and how they interact with them.  Other concerns such as 

plagiarism, cyberbullying, and lack of access can also be detrimental to phones being used 

constructively in the classroom under the direction of a teacher.  

This study looked to examine the factors that promote proficiency and utilization while 

identifying points of concern.  Given the changing nature of the global economy, now more than 

ever it is important to ensure that teachers are up to date on the latest available programs and 

applications that will help students become analytical thinkers and problem solvers needed for 

the future.  Overcoming fears and obstacles that prevent cell phone use in the classroom may 

serve to help students see them as functional tools rather than a communication and 

entertainment device.  Savings obtained from Chromebook distribution could go towards apps 

and professional development used to create the educational innovations needed for a successful 

21st century school district. 

Importance of the Study 

School districts are funded through tax levies on the community.  As such, there is a 

seemingly constant conflict between the costs of education and the raising of taxes.  While much 

of the budget is dedicated to categories such as staffing and special education, supplies and 

technology can make up a sizable part of the school district’s spending.  With this in mind, 
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analyzing school district technology budgets could help provide some insight regarding the need, 

or lack thereof, to explore leveraging student owned technology rather than provide devices for 

them. 

When reviewing school budgets between the four schools participating in the survey, 

adding up their technology expenses, both actual and projected, for the years 2017 through 2019 

their combined spending is near $2.3 million.  While this is a rather small piece of their spending 

in relation to their combined $311 million combined revenue over the same period, many could 

argue that cutting the costs for technology spending when many students may already have 

access to capable devices would be a welcome relief for taxpayers.   

Teachers who are exhausted, burned out, or just plain too busy may have no appetite for 

innovation (Tucker, 2018).  In this scenario, teachers may show little initiative to utilize cell 

phones or any other new technology in the classroom as it may be seen as yet another thing to be 

responsible for.  This type of attitude can in turn put students at a deficit as they may never be 

fully aware of the possibilities that exist to leverage technology they own and use daily to 

advance their own education.  Teachers themselves may find benefit as they may see higher 

student engagement or discover applications that can make their jobs easier.  With less to 

manage, teachers could conceivably stay in the profession for longer, which in turn can save a 

school district time and money while searching for a suitable replacement. 

Mobile learning technology opens the learning experience to a wide domain of students 

which can potentially lead to self-actuation, spontaneous and/or recursive learning (Buczynski & 

Mathews, 2016).  Establishing a classroom where utilizing cell phones is encouraged rather than 

viewed negatively can lead to student discovery and expand their utilization beyond 

communication and games.  In order to have this occur, teachers should view cell phones as an 
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empowering device capable of delivering selected content and model their usage in the 

classroom. 

Even with adequate technology access, effective professional development remains a 

reason that makes it difficult to increase the level of technology integration in classrooms 

(Harrell & Bynum, 2018).  Simply making mandatory training sessions available to teachers may 

only help some teachers gain knowledge about utilization.  Collecting and analyzing data about 

how and what teachers use already, and their efficacy regarding it, could help target certain skills 

and introduce new ones.  District administrators such as supervisors should follow up with 

teachers periodically to gather examples of how the training is being used.  This can enforce 

positive results and address specific issues that could become obstacles that prevent current and 

future technological initiatives from being implemented. 

Mobile technology in the classroom has shown benefits such as the ability to copy notes 

at a faster rate and easing individual and collaborative tasks (Kay & Lauricella, 2011).  This on 

its own could be reason enough to push for technology integration in the classroom.  Mobile 

devices cover a wide range, from tablets, to cell phones, to laptops.  With cell phones, students 

and teachers alike can leverage what they already know and are already using but for an 

educational purpose.   

A recent study done by researchers at Cambridge University focused on how quickly 

participants typed on smartphones versus a traditional keyboard.  The study found that most 

people type at a rate of 35-65 words per minute on a keyboard, but can achieve averages of 50 

words per minute with two thumbs and 35 words per minute with one thumb (Palin et al., 2019).  

Younger participants, who were included in the study, typically scored higher than older ones.  

With students being acclimated to typing quickly due to their early and repeated exposure to 
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touchscreens, allowing students to use traditional devices with keyboards in the classroom might 

actually hinder their performance and time management as opposed to cell phones.   

Technology integration initiatives from administrators may be commonplace especially 

with the focus on science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM).  However, some class 

subjects may not lend themselves to needing cell phones or other mobile technology.  For 

example, an art class may have little use for technology depending on the skills being taught.  In 

that circumstance, pushing cell phone integration may not coincide with the curriculum.  It is 

important that teachers and administrators alike understand that there is a time and a place for it, 

and it should not be forced into the classrooms, as it will likely be frivolous. 

Research Questions 

1. Is there a significant difference between teachers of STEM subjects and humanities 

regarding their perceptions of cell phones as an instructional aid in the classroom? 

STEM teachers are classified as those who are certified to teach science, technology, 

engineering, and math.  These subjects may lend themselves more towards utilizing cell phones 

in the classroom than those of humanities such as social studies and language arts.  Teachers of 

STEM classes may find themselves in more of a position to utilize cell phone apps to aid in 

student learning whereas humanities teachers may be less inclined for ways to incorporate them 

in the classroom. 

2. Is there a significant difference between teacher experience and their perceptions 

regarding cell phones as an instructional aid in the classroom? 

Teachers may have varying responses towards their perception of cell phones in the 

classroom depending on how many years they have been teaching.  Teachers with little 

experience may be younger and as such more influenced by their own use of the technology.  
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Those that have been teaching for longer may or may not see any benefits to the integration of 

technology as it may just be another trend that will be short lived until the next trend is 

discovered.  Other factors such as tenure attainment and pension vestment could have an impact 

on whether or not they see a benefit of integrating cell phones into the classroom. 

3. Is there a significant difference between teachers of tested subjects and non-tested 

subjects and their perceptions regarding cell phones as an instructional aid in the 

classroom? 

In the state of New Jersey, standardized tests are administered yearly in math and English 

as part of the Every Student Succeeds Act (2016).  These tests are monitored to ensure student 

progress, alignment of district curriculum with state standards, and provide performance reports 

to measure schools against each other.  Given the weight of the results, teacher perceptions of 

cell phones in the classroom may differ between those that are tested and those who are not. 

Limitations 

The main factor in assessing teacher perceptions of cell phones in the classroom was the 

information gathered from an administered survey.  While a quantitative study can show the 

significant differences between the groups, it relied heavily on opinions that are subjective from 

one teacher to the next.  For example, a teacher may have gone completely paperless in the 

classroom and have students use technology for inquiry-based learning and another teacher may 

have students research answers to objective questions.  Both could feel very comfortable with 

technology and have high expectations for it, but clearly one is using the available resources in a 

more meaningful way. 

Aside from being limited by the questions, the number of respondents and how the 

survey was administered could play a factor in the results.  The respondents were sampled from 
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the same geographic region and have similar access to technological resources.  It could be that 

teachers who are surveyed from districts with an abundance of available devices, adequate 

infrastructure, and are exposed to more technology were more comfortable utilizing technology 

in the classroom.  Conversely, teachers in other districts with limited resources could be 

uncomfortable with the implementation. 

The amount of experience for the teacher groupings could leave some interpretation.  

While grouping based on experience solely looks at their number of years teaching, it will not 

address their age or their tenure status.  There could be a generational divide amongst teachers, 

as those in the younger group could be more comfortable using their cell phones in the classroom 

in comparison to those who are older.  Conversely, the opposite may hold true where younger 

teachers are closer to their own educational experience as learners, and may see no value in 

bringing a device into that classroom that could be potentially disruptive or lead students to 

being disengaged during class.  

Definition of Terms 

Efficacy: beliefs in one’s capabilities to organize and execute the courses of action 

required to produce given attainments (Bandura, 1999). 

Proficiency: confidence when using technology for educational purposes (Morales, 

Knezek, & Christensen, 2008). 

Mobile Technology: netbooks, notebooks, tablets, mobile phones, iPads, and e-books 

students can carry with them that can access the internet and support teaching and learning 

(Mupinga, 2017). 

Utilization: acquisition of the knowledge and skills necessary to use technological 

products (Ogwu & Ogwu, 2010). 
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Cell Phone (cellphone): a device with the ability to surf the internet, text a classmate, 

access Google Docs, and edit a presentation (Cassidy, 2019). 

Apps: programs that can be downloaded on mobile phones that are easily accessible and 

gratify a range of specific consumer needs (Sigurdsson, Vishnu, Hallgrimsson, & Fagerstromc, 

2018). 

BYOD: Bring Your Own Device; a policy which offers students the possibility of using 

their own electronic device in the classroom (Guillen-Gamez, Alvarez-Garcia, & Rodriguez, 

2018). 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

For the sake of the review, research supporting technology and cell phones for 

educational purposes is cited as well as concerns uncovered by those investigating this topic.  

Those that are for utilization cite educational benefits of technology and cell phones as tools 

enabling better student learning outcomes.  Research against technology and cell phones in the 

classroom range anywhere from seeing them as a distraction to student learning to being 

inaccessible to all students.   

This study was done using instrumentation that was previously implemented to discover 

teacher perceptions of cell phone use in the classroom, specifically regarding apps that teachers 

found to be useful in the classroom and barriers that may prevent applicable utilization.  The 

previous research found that teachers perceived features such as a cell phone’s calculator, 

calendar, educational apps, and access to the internet as useful for educational purposes.  

However, teachers did show concern for cheating, accessing inappropriate content online, 

cyberbullying, and disruptions to class as barriers to incorporating cell phones. 

The Case for Utilization 

With technology, new ways to deliver content have been created.  Cutting-edge 

technologies can be beneficial to creating an engaging learning environment by incorporating 

alternative learning approaches such as “flipping” the classroom (i.e., online lectures and 

classroom discussion), student generated content (e.g., video, wikis), joint student/instructor-

generated content, open content, lecture capture to “rewind the instructor,” mobile learning, 

adaptive learning, “born digital” textbooks, and student portfolios (Wankel & Blessinger, 2013).  

With the proper hardware and infrastructure, the traditional classroom can be completely 

reshaped. 
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An important factor in instilling confidence in the school district is transparency.  Parents 

and guardians are trusting teachers and administrators with their children and providing a 

window into the daily classroom activities can be an effective way to monitor activity and see 

examples of the learning activities being utilized.  Doing work electronically can allow teachers 

and administrators to easily insert examples of student generated content into e-newsletters or 

school websites (Pitler, Hubbel, & Kuhn, 2012). 

Technology can help students engage in their own learning experience.  Rather than 

passively sit in a classroom listening to a lecture, new opportunities are presented with 

technology that can allow the students to actively engage.  If the student is no longer a spectator, 

but is required to participate, to modify the parameters and to change what happens, to introduce 

new aspects, to answer, to play, then this is the new dimension that technology could provide in a 

one-to-one personalized setting, as a complement for other teaching methods (Perez-Marin, 

2014). 

  Differentiated instruction, whether dictated by a student’s individual learning plan or 

otherwise, is an important part of a teacher’s daily responsibilities.  While the time it takes to 

combine technology and differentiate course content, the payoff is that you will be a better 

teacher, and your students will be better learners and better prepared for the life skills they will 

need (Smith & Throne, 2009).  This is directly in line with the state of New Jersey’s expectation 

with its 21st century skills standards. 

Proper utilization of technology in the classroom can promote student collaboration.  

Tools provided by Google and Microsoft, amongst others, allows access to files that can be 

edited at the same time.  For in-class small group learning activities, the use of one shared file 

allows each group to work on different questions (Holmes, Tracy, Painter, & Oestreich, 2015).  
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Content can easily be created in real time with peers and shared during group discussions with 

the rest of the class.  

Integrating technology into any and all facets of education can be helpful for students to 

assimilate into a world where connectivity and access to technological devices is seemingly 

everywhere.  This may be especially true when analyzing the curriculum such as industrial arts, 

where technological advances are continuously introduced to the industry to make work faster 

and help resource consumption be more efficient.  The introduction of cell phones into the 

classroom, as well as other devices, will serve as a way to make students more comfortable with 

the tools they may come into contact within the industry.  This belief is held by the International 

Technology Education Association (ITEA), which has started a program to integrate technology 

in the classroom at all levels of education so that students can start solving everyday problems in 

their environment in the hopes they will gradually explore more global concerns (Kallio, 2019). 

A study was done by Tessier (2014) that explored using cell phones to teach science 

using cell phones in place of traditional resources such as textbooks.  A comparison was made 

with students in a class that used cell phones and one in which textbooks were used.  When 

looking at test and quiz scores, the study showed that scores did not decrease when a cell phone 

was used, but instead they were significantly improved.  The study cited that students found 

economic and social benefits when using cell phones over using a textbook, and the challenges 

presented due to the lack of a physical book were easily overcome. 

Other science classes have benefitted from using cell phones for activities and research.  

Lysne and Miller (2015) surveyed students using their cell phones to document organisms in and 

around the campus, reviewing their finds in a classroom environment afterwards.  The survey 

noted that students gave positive feedback regarding the utilization of their phones for the 
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activity.  In addition, the teachers that were surveyed noted that the students appeared to be more 

engaged in the activities.   

Roxie Godfrey conducted a study in which teachers of Family and Consumer Sciences in 

Texas were surveyed and asked numerous questions about their perception of cell phones in the 

classroom.  The results showed that teachers were receptive to utilizing phones in the classroom, 

as they can be used to create technology-enhanced, learner-centered, and personalized learning 

for students (Godfrey, 2016). 

While technology can help teachers find new content and methods of teaching, it also 

changes the way instruction is delivered by offering educators effective ways to reach different 

types of learners and assess student understanding through a wider array of options (Knott, 

Steube, & Yang, 2013).  For example, visual learners have access to numerous tools online and 

various types of software that can enable them to create their own content in a meaningful way.  

Other students may choose to create a slideshow and present information they have learned on 

the topic rather than write a traditional paper.   

By promoting the use of interactive student tasks and providing both teachers and 

students with rapid and accurate data on student learning, connected classroom technologies can 

provide teachers with necessary evidence for making instructional decisions about subsequent 

lessons (Shirley & Irving, 2014).  While some teachers may rely on their intuition and 

experience, making data driven decisions gathered by technological resources can serve students 

better.  This is especially helpful for new teachers who can judge their effectiveness in delivery 

and assessing course content. 

When “flipping the classroom,” teachers have a better handle on what students are 

struggling with.  When lecturing, teachers usually have little information on which content is 
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easy or hard for students, because they typically get this feedback after observing errors in 

students’ homework (Morgan, 2014).  Using available technology and delivering content to 

students via multimedia after school enables students to absorb information at their own rate, and 

while in class teachers can see and correct errors while they are happening or shortly after. 

While many schools may have redone their technology policies in accordance with 

changing times, some schools have banned cell phones in the classroom.  The increased 

functionality and ubiquity of cell phones have many educators weighing their instructional 

benefits and re-evaluating the ban schools have on their use in the classroom (Thomas, 

O’Bannon, & Bolton, 2013).  Students may have an appreciation for using something they are 

already familiar with, and on the spot learning may occur when students have access to them. 

Burgess (2015) stated that it is time to recognize that simply being in a face to face 

classroom does not mean effective learning is happening.  With that in mind, having access to 

resources online could in fact be quite beneficial to students as they are no longer limited to a 

solitary textbook or information provided to them by their teacher.  In that way, students may 

have a more authentic learning experience.  While the teacher may take a bit more of a passive 

role, they would still serve as a facilitator and allow students to explore on their own. 

As schools implement policies relaxing the ban on student technology, an opportunity 

exists for teachers and administrators to talk to students about mobile phone etiquette, unwanted 

distractions such as cyber-bullying cheating, and sexting, and ramification for violations 

(Keengwe, Schnellert, & Jonas, 2014).  With an outright ban on cell phones in schools, these 

types of opportunities may not exist.  While cell phone etiquette is not part of school curriculum, 

schools are charged with developing their students into functional members of society.  As such, 

understanding acceptable times for cell phone use in the classroom could translate to their lives 
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as employees once they leave the school system. 

Because of the ubiquitous nature of mobile devices and the instructional tools they offer, 

it follows that they would become an important part of learning in schools (Thomas & 

O’Bannon, 2013).  Cell phones offer an all-in-one platform, providing students with a 

collaborative opportunity to share photos and videos, access learning materials, and utilize 

applications created for educational purposes.  With a connection to cellular data networks and 

school provided Wi-Fi access, information is readily accessible and shared through their mobile 

devices. 

A recent study was concluded to view student perspectives on cell phone use in the 

classroom.  The primary benefit students identified was the potential of mobile phones to reduce 

the digital divide and, in doing so, to provide learning opportunities while improving digital 

fluency (Thomas & Muñoz, 2016).  Students who may live in households classified as poor, but 

have cell phone access, would be able to utilize the same resources as their more affluent 

classmates. 

Classroom technology policies, especially regarding cellular phone use, are perceived and 

followed by students to varying degrees (Lancaster, 2018).  Some of the students’ usage could 

directly depend on the teacher or professor they are in class with or based on the severity of a 

penalty that may be in place if they are discovered to be using a cellular device.  Students and 

teachers in school districts with lenient policies may find themselves finding ways to integrate 

their cell phone for any number of academic reasons.  Teachers themselves may throw caution to 

the wind and encourage use when they see fit.  In other school districts where administration 

tightly controls usage, teachers with high efficacy of cellular devices might not use them for fear 

of repercussions. 
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Adopting a bring your own device (BYOD) model may improve device accessibility 

while allowing the school to downsize its own hardware inventory (Kiger, Herro, & Prunty, 

2012).  This policy can reduce budget costs for buying new hardware and software and requires 

little maintenance aside from the network infrastructure necessary to support the connected 

devices.  Students utilizing their own devices in such a program would still need to sign an 

acceptable use policy for their school network, and measures, such as installing a firewall or 

some sort of content filter, would be necessary to stop students from accessing inappropriate 

content. 

Districts may analyze their yearly budgets and look for places to cut costs.  A popular 

item in education and in corporations is paper, and as such districts are exploring the possibility 

of going paperless.  This would in turn save the district money on the paper itself, copiers, 

printers, and additional support and maintenance of hardware.  However, the expense is instead 

replaced by other costs, such as yearly subscriptions to digital textbooks, equipment replacement 

and maintenance, or possibly even more administrative staff in technology departments.  

In an article written by Robert Sterner (2015), he cited reasons why banning cell phone 

usage in a classroom is actually a missed opportunity.  Aside from being seen as a useful tool, 

rather than something that a student is not mature enough to handle, Sterner stated that teachers 

may miss out on an opportunity to discuss proper usage with students.  However, he does also 

acknowledge that the school or district’s policy will dictate the opportunity rather than the 

teacher. 

Instructors are generally free to adopt those instructional technologies they believe to be 

useful (Benham & Carvalho, 2016).  With that statement in mind, it would be reasonable to 

assume that if a teacher allowed cell phone use in the classroom that they would see a benefit to 
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it.  A district that did not have a policy outright banning cell phone use in the classroom could 

see a benefit whereas teachers and students alike could find new and innovative ways to learn.  

In that light, cell phones and other technologies should be welcomed into the classroom in an 

effort to allow students and teachers to explore.   

Some teachers who have adopted cell phone use in the classroom have found that their 

students are much more engaged in their lessons.  Students who are actively using their cell 

phones on a daily basis may feel much more comfortable with them, and as such may already be 

excited by the lesson because of the familiarity they have.  According to research done by Kolb 

(2011) for her book, Cell Phones in the Classroom: A Practical Guide for Educators, some 

teachers that were using cell phones as part of their daily lessons found that students themselves 

became actively involved in lesson planning as well as suggesting learning activities that could 

be done on their phones.  

There are numerous articles that have been written citing cell phones and their 

detrimental effect on student learning.  These articles cite the distractions that exist and hold little 

regard for the possibility they have as instructional devices.  However, it has to be acknowledged 

that cell phones do remain a familiar millennial device that most students are quite fond of and 

are also pretty good at using, and thus it makes sense to explore and harvest its possible uses for 

learning (Premdasa, Wijetunge, & Bhatia, 2016).  This rationale could push teachers to find ways 

to implement them in their lessons rather than on lookout for students who are using them 

without authorization.  Also, their implementation could go more smoothly given their aptitude 

in using the device rather than using other technological devices they have yet to learn.  

Some teachers may find that the inclusion of cell phones in the classroom serves multiple 

purposes.  Including phones in English curriculums allows for creative, challenging, and critical-
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thinking projects while also increasing digital fluency (Cassidy, 2019).  There is also an 

opportunity for differentiated learning and engagement utilizing something they are already 

familiar with.  The focus shifts from phones as the cause of distraction to teachers.  Failure to 

engage students leads them to becoming bored, and thus distracted by cell phones or other 

means. 

Allowing cell phones into the classroom allows teachers to utilize new technologies as 

they are implemented in each new phone without the district needing to update systems and 

hardware, costing thousands of dollars if not more.  For example, augmented reality (AR) is 

becoming standard in high end smartphones and has many educational purposes.  AR allows 

students to view media as if it were in their own environment or can be used to supplement 

images to present information in new and more interactive ways.  The educational benefits 

associated with the multimedia content that is displayed in this medium includes, but is not 

limited to, collaborative problem-solving scenarios, narrative-driven inquiry-based simulations, 

and interactions with virtual agents (Harley et al., 2016). 

Allowing cell phones into the classroom and having policies established for their usage 

can actually help teachers connect more with students.  In a study done by Frey and Tatum 

(2016), student perceptions regarding their instructor credibility in relation to their cell phone 

policies were examined.  Instructors that encourage cell phone use in the classroom were 

perceived as having a better understanding of their students and thus it was perceived that they 

cared more about them.  Given the prevalence and usage of cell phones outside of the classroom, 

an outright ban on them in the classroom may lead to a disconnect between students and 

instructors, which can affect motivation and performance. 

Allowing students to use cell phones in class or other connected devices has benefits for 
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teachers who want to receive real time data.  Traditionally, teachers that wanted to quickly gather 

and analyze data from a large group of students might rely on a clicker system, which would 

require the purchase of a receiver and individually purchased and registered clicker devices.  

Research done in a scientific classroom found that utilizing BYOD policies were more cost 

effective and dynamic than only using clicker devices (Sarvary & Gifford, 2017). 

While teachers may be more inclined to communicate through email, students may prefer 

text messages instead.  Receiving information via email requires an extra step, hitting the reply 

button, before messaging back.  Text messages also provide a thread where past messages may 

be more easily found rather than looking through nested replies.  In a math classroom, positive 

results were found when text messages were integrated for applications such as enriching items 

to students who scored poorly on quizzes, emphasizing important concepts, updating schedules, 

delivering student praise, and monitoring class understanding of new concepts (Aunzo, 2017). 

Enforcing a no cell phone policy in school can lead to negative consequences as students 

may feel that their rights and freedoms are being limited.  When students feel threatened by an 

instructor’s cell phone policy, psychological reactance theory posits that students will experience 

a psychological state of anger and negative cognitions, subsequently leading to direct and/or 

indirect forms of restorative behaviors (Tatum, Olson, & Frey, 2018).  This can lead to students 

who may outright refuse to comply on general principle or lead to negative perceptions of 

teachers, thus impacting their perceived credibility and likeability.  Allowing the use of cell 

phones in the classroom can be restricted to limit distractions, but teachers and administrators 

have to carefully consider how they deliver the rationale to students or risk resistance and 

resentment. 

Some teachers are more inclined to allow cell phone use in the classroom as they have 
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seen benefits as a result of their implementation and serve a practical purpose.  Particularly in 

math classes, using a cell phone with a calculator app is an obvious utilization (Ballard, 2015).  

True scientific and graphing calculators do not offer the same interface that students are 

accustomed to, so offering students an opportunity to find an app with their functions on the 

platform of their choice may yield better results and less frustration.  With calculator applications 

that have intuitive touch screen menus, search functions, and links to help websites and videos, 

these apps offer much more than standalone calculators do. 

Math students may find using a cell phone for more than just a calculator as a meaningful 

way to engage with content.  Main factors that show to be essential in enhancing students’ 

engagement are clear goals, objectives, rules, competition, and interaction (Wijers, Jonker, & 

Drijvers, 2010).  Using apps on cell phones can encourage this, as there are numerous companies 

producing programs that promote learning through competitive games.  These games can be 

utilized in the classroom or can be used remotely, encouraging learning outside of the school. 

Science classrooms can see many benefits from integrating cell phone use.  Science 

teachers who keep one foot in the world of physics can apply their creativity by designing a 

whole new range of experiments employing the function of the accelerometer built into phones 

(Lucking, Christmann, & Wighting, 2010).  Additionally, there are science specific apps that are 

available, some for free, that give teachers lesson plans and ideas that leverage the capabilities of 

devices that most students already own. 

Chemists are just beginning to explore how the combination of smartphones and 

augmented reality might be used in the classroom, although libraries, museums, and some 

companies are already using this capability (Williams & Pence, 2011).  Integrating cell phones in 

the chemistry classroom can have a lot of utility, such as labeling pieces of lab equipment with 
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QR codes that lead to educational links about how they are used and why.  Additionally, creating 

periodic tables with these codes for each element can serve the same purpose, giving students the 

ability to quickly and easily find out more detail about an element aside from its atomic weight.  

Apps have also been created in which students can interact with molecules in augmented reality, 

which may increase their interest, engagement, and retention of information.  

 Teachers often give practice problems in subjects like science and math because it is a 

way to achieve mastery.  However, finding ways to motivate students to complete these 

problems can be challenging.  A study done by Asa’d and Gunn (2018) revealed that integrating 

games that were accessible on cell phones motivated students to practice more problems and 

come prepared for class.   

Concerns 

Whether the directive comes from a school district administrator or a teacher to move to a 

technocentric classroom, there is a lot of time and effort needed to replace traditional methods of 

instruction.  Utilizing classroom management software or moving paper-based materials to a 

digital environment can take hours, days, weeks, or even months.  This could be time spent away 

from typical classroom responsibilities or lead to being overworked.  The length of time required 

to implement a classroom management software system may impact its adoption by teachers 

(Ackerman, Chung, & Sung, 2014). 

In a study done by Dornisch (2013), she stated that a divide exists between younger and 

older adults in regard to their comfort level with technology.  This inherently suggests that 

students and teachers have a divide as well, and as such can lead to generally lower perceptions 

of the teachers that are uncomfortable with technology.  Teachers in turn may avoid new things 

as to keep their credibility and keep things running smoothly in class. 
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Although the technology is readily available, teachers may not be successfully integrating 

technology into classroom practices (Pilgrim, Bledsoe, & Reily, 2012).  A district can put 

millions of dollars into new hardware, software packages, and infrastructure but without the 

proper professional development and incentive to utilize it the money may have more value 

elsewhere.  Additionally, merely utilizing a projector and a computer in the classroom for 

instructional purposes does not constitute successful implementation. 

The actual setup of the classroom needs to be considered, but unfortunately there is little 

research into the most effective setup.  In a study by Tondeur, De Bruyne, Van Den Driessche, 

and Zandvliet (2015), the state and layout of the classroom, including the positioning of 

technology within it, can clearly be related to specific teaching and learning activities.  With this 

in mind, teachers unaware of this fact may unknowingly set up their room in an ineffective way.  

Rooms that are not conducive to teacher movement throughout the students to ensure monitoring 

their use of their phones could lead to misuse and disengagement. 

Educators are discovering that students are more interested in online resources like social 

networking sites, game sites, chat, and streaming media than they are in classroom lectures or 

textbook chapters about the Crimean War, square roots, or past participles (Johnson, 2012).  

Students who generally lacked attention during traditional classroom activities now have access 

to numerous methods of procrastination.  Teachers may find themselves in more of a policing 

role to keep students on task rather than facilitating learning. 

With the distraction of technological devices, students may become more distracted and 

can cause class disruptions.  Additionally, schools that ban certain technological devices can see 

a problem where students are using them without authorization.  This can cause a problem where 

administration is spending time dealing with behavioral issues rather than other tasks.  At the 
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classroom level, behavior problems may cause a disruption in academic engagement and, as a 

result, students may fail to master skills because of this lack of academic engagement (Martella 

& Marchand-Martella, 2015).   

A possible issue that can arise in the classroom involves copyright laws.  With all the 

information available online, teachers can easily find material that they find suitable for the 

classrooms.  Teachers should have whatever tools they need to meet the needs of their students, 

but they must also behave legally and ethically (Marcovitz, 2012).  Some teachers may find 

using copyrighted material harmless, and in their students’ best interests, but when distributing 

this material online there could be legal implications and districts can be threatened with 

lawsuits. 

There have been numerous studies regarding integrating technology into the classroom.  

The common purpose of studies related to the integration of technology with education is to 

successfully integrate technology into the classroom environment (Ozerbas & Erdogan, 2016).  

However, many of the studies fail to show how it improves the educational experiences of 

students and merely showcase new tools available and instruct administrators in how to roll out 

new technology in schools. 

Keeping up with technology can be a challenge.  Students may gravitate towards things 

that are new and trendy.  Teachers in that regard may then have to play catch up, which may put 

them at a disadvantage when trying to implement something new.  Within a classroom, students 

may be interested in several different aspects of technology and a teacher cannot possibly use 

them all in one year (Hamilton, 2015).  With this in mind, it is possible that students are already 

on to the next trend when a teacher is finally ready and comfortable enough to integrate 

something. 
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Failure to plan properly for the amount of technology needed in each classroom poses its 

own problem.  Poor technology integration planning can center on including too much 

technology in the classroom as well as too little (Scalise, 2016).  School districts may want to 

push their technology directive into the classrooms, but little thought may be put into how 

effective the technology will be or if it will be utilized properly so that it is used in a meaningful 

way.   

The use of technology, as well as applications, always has a way of keeping teachers on 

their toes in terms of troubleshooting and user error (Bonomo, 2016).  Lesson plans built around 

available technology, whether school or student provided, may be rendered useless due to 

compatibility errors, network downtime, or the aforementioned user error.  Instructional time can 

be lost while working through errors or waiting for systems to be restored.  Consistent problems 

may affect class culture, cause disruptions, and affect a teacher’s confidence in the continued 

integration of technology in the class. 

In the past, some schools had instituted bans on camera phones (Ballaro & Ginsburg, 

2018).  Prohibiting phones with cameras may have looked like a good idea on paper, but the 

enforcement would have been near impossible.  Building administration would have needed to 

inspect every device that was brought into the building and confiscated those with cameras.  This 

policy was seemingly adopted to reference in the event of camera misuse, whereby the school 

district could point to their policy of not allowing camera phones after an incident occurred.  

Given the standard nature of not only having a camera as an included feature but also video 

recording capabilities in smartphones, policies like these would prohibit nearly every student 

from having a phone on school grounds. 

According to an article in Business Wire (2016), educators reported that the time lost 
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preparing digital materials is taking away from time they would spend on lesson planning and 

curriculum preparation, direct student intervention, and finding additional materials in the 

classroom.  With technology always changing, teachers are finding themselves keeping up, or 

catching up, with what is the next fad or resource available.  While a classroom may be a lot less 

dynamic without technology, planned lessons that become rote for educators could free up their 

time to help students learn. 

It will take significant time, resources, and support to develop a plan that is suited to each 

student, each school, and school district (Armstrong, 2014).  So while a school district in a more 

affluent area may be able to rely on students and BYOD policies, other districts may not be able 

to depend on students having their own access and need to provide hardware.  Similarly, students 

who bring their own devices may need Wi-Fi access, which the school district will have to 

provide and spend financial resources on to install and maintain networks.   

The actual distraction caused by cell phones can vary widely across campuses and 

classrooms (Berry & Westfall, 2015).  Cell phones can be a distraction for both the students and 

the teachers.  The severity of the distraction can be attributed to any number of factors, from 

students disinterest in the subject matter leading to pervasive use to a teacher being unaware of a 

student interaction due to losing focus while peering at their phone.   

School districts, teachers, and professors have most likely had to consider methods to 

curb cell phone use in the classroom.  While teachers in school districts should comply with the 

policies set forth in student handbooks, some teachers and professors have resorted to other 

means to stop their use.  In an article written by Rodney Roberts (2016), he stated that the best 

possible classroom teaching environment is free of cell phones, and his method to curtail 

students from their distraction is to deduct points from their grade. 
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Given that students often use their cell phones for entertainment and social interaction 

purposes, changing their mind frame regarding how cell phones can be used is a barrier to 

overcome.  They may be much less likely to see them as useful for educational purposes and 

would rather use them in a manner they are more accustomed to.  This phenomenon, as described 

by Dos (2018), turns to addiction after a certain period of time and adversely affects the 

academic performance of the students.  Breaking this addictive nature so that students remain 

focused on their assigned tasks, while ignoring the urge to reply to incoming texts or be 

sidetracked by other applications, can be incredibly challenging. 

A survey was issued by members of the psychology department at Ohio State University 

investigating college students and their texting habits in class.  The research done by Pettijohn, 

Frazier, Rieser, Vaughn, and Hupp-Wilds (2015) explored frequency and purposes of the texts 

that were sent out during classes, citing their use to communicate with friends or family, but 

others indicated that they were sending messages because they were bored.  Teachers at any level 

could look at texting, no matter what the reason or who the recipient of the message is, as an 

unwelcome distraction to students, as well as themselves, if they feel the need to address it 

during class. 

Research done by Synnott (2015) investigated cell phone use in the classroom and the 

impact it had on grades.  While the phones were used for educational purposes, such as taking 

pictures of notes and looking up information, there were also instances in which students were 

texting, playing games, and other personal uses.  Students were surveyed and many stated that 

they were capable of being able to multitask, but the study proved otherwise, showing that 

misuse leads to lower grades. 

Other research supported the claim that students engaging in distracting behavior, namely 
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using their cell phones for personal use in class, scored lower on exams.  Kuznekoff, Munz, and 

Titsworth’s (2015) study found that students that abstained from using their phones in classes 

earned a 10-17% higher percentage grade on a multiple-choice test, scored 53-70% higher on 

information recall, and scored 51-58% higher on note-taking as compared to students engaged in 

texting and browsing Twitter.  The study did cite that relevant messaging during class had no 

negative impact on student performance. 

Other studies have proven the negative impacts cell phone use and texting has had in the 

classroom.  Specifically, a study done by Lister-Landman, Domoff, and Dubow (2017) focused 

on compulsive texting behavior of eighth grade students.  Their findings showed that compulsive 

texting negatively impacted academic performance, but interestingly only on the females studied.  

While all texting is not considered compulsive and can be beneficial to students when utilized in 

an educational environment, the possibility that students are not performing at optimal levels 

could be cause enough to look at cell phones unfavorably. 

Excessive cell phone use impacts attention and learning in classrooms (Mendoza et al., 

2018).  Experiments were done in a classroom environment where one group of students were 

allowed to keep their cell phones and the others were not.  Both watched a twenty-minute lecture 

and were quizzed on their content.  Students that were able to keep, and use, their phones during 

the lecture scored lower, especially on the content that came later in the lecture. 

When researching phone usage and frequency, many tests rely on students to self-report 

how often they use the phone, what it is used for, and how long it is used for throughout the day.  

Felisoni and Godoi (2018) attempted to remedy this and gather more accurate information by 

collecting data from students that agreed to install tracking software to monitor their usage.  

Their results and analysis found that the more often a student was engaged on their cell phone 
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throughout the day, and especially during class time, the worse they performed.  They 

specifically found that the negative impact of cell phone usage was twice as high when utilized 

during class time as compared to non-instructional periods such as after class, nights, and 

weekends. 

Increased prevalence and penetration of cell phone and mobile internet use have raised 

significant concerns about children’s health and safety by offering new spaces for cyberbullying, 

harassment, and sexual misconduct (Hswen, Rubenzahl, & Bickham, 2014).  With this in mind, 

research was done to deliver content via video games related to online safety and productivity to 

students and test its feasibility.  While the study did prove that the games were impactful in 

guiding online behavior, schools would need to devote curriculum time and perhaps financial 

resources to access or implement these types of games.  School districts that are unable to 

provide this type of education to its students could see adverse situations in which students 

readily access their devices and use them in a manner not suitable for educational purposes. 

Cell phone dependency and use are facing students with a variety of anxiety problems, 

including inability to focus, stress and anxiety, and the inappropriate use of cellular devices 

(Carels, 2019).  This dependency can lead to a compulsion to look at phones for various reasons 

during a lesson so that they feel like they are not missing anything.  Directing their attention on 

their phones and the time spent engaging with their devices are times where vital information can 

be missed, causing confusion and frustration.  Students that are unlikely to ask for assistance 

may be unable to recover on their own and future concepts built upon the foundation they missed 

out on become more challenging to comprehend. 

Teachers and school policies may limit the use of cell phones in the classroom, but 

students may still be able to keep them nearby.  Whether in a pocket, backpack, or next to them 
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on the desk, having a cell phone in close proximity can be an overwhelming temptation for 

student use.  Research has shown that the mere presence of a cell phone can affect a person’s 

cognitive capacity and as such complete separation from their devices may be the only way to 

avoid distraction (Ward, Duke, Gneezy, & Bos, 2017).  As such, policies that fall short of 

completely banning students from carrying devices with them may be deemed ineffective. 

Efficacy 

In a technology rich society, there is a necessity for teachers to learn how to leverage 

what students already know about technology and connect that knowledge to how to use 

technology as a meaningful learning tool (Kent & Giles, 2017).  With that in mind, teachers need 

to be taught ways to utilize technology in a meaningful way.  While teachers may utilize certain 

cell phone applications personally or professionally, using them to enhance a student’s 

educational experience and learning may yet to be discovered.   

Educators with higher levels of teacher efficacy are more persistent and resilient, less 

critical of student errors, and are better equipped to address student learning and behavioral 

deficits within their classrooms (Protheroe, 2008).  This concept makes the case for technology 

training in schools.  With the proper training and exposure, teachers can use cell phones and 

other internet connected devices with more confidence.  When technical errors or user errors 

occur, the hope would be that teachers with more efficacy would be able to overcome and adapt 

during the lesson and continue its implementation in the future. 

Learners establish intrinsic task value when they are interested in the task for its own 

qualities and when they find the task to be enjoyable and fun (Willis, 2015).  Given school 

district and state level push for more technology in the classroom, teachers will need to 

understand how to utilize technology confidently within their lessons.  A plan should accompany 
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its implementation to train teachers on its usage and cite benefits to all stakeholders.  Having 

teachers buy into the idea that technology can help create a more positive learning environment 

can inspire them to find new and innovative ways to teach students.  Using technology that 

students are familiar with can help them connect to the lesson and increase their learning 

potential. 

Teachers should not be expected to receive a directive from superintendents, principals, 

or supervisors that insist upon the implementation of technology in their curriculum.  If 

technology is to support meaningful pedagogical change in classrooms, teachers need to be given 

time, support, and trust to build positive beliefs about technology and a strong professional 

identity (Heath, 2017).  When teachers are given the support and training, they are more likely to 

willfully implement these changes and enhance their professional growth. 

Simply adding more devices into the classroom is not enough to change instructional 

practices (Hartman, Townsend, & Jackson, 2019).  With districts purchasing new technology in 

an effort to equip students with devices to access information and help them produce content, 

failure to support teachers in their implementation can be disastrous.  For meaningful integration 

into the pedagogy, teachers need to feel that the devices are worthwhile and will actually help 

students achieve more.  Without examples and modeling how they can be utilized, teachers may 

see them as another district initiative that will eventually fade away when the next administrative 

changes are made. 

The aim of teacher training programs is to ensure pedagogical knowledge as well as 

provide teachers with necessary classroom management skills.  Additionally, pre-service 

teachers learn the skills necessary to create lesson plans that meet with state standards to deliver 

the proper content.  When looking at the curriculum delivered to pre-service teachers as well as 
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their students, not only is high-quality technology incorporation recommended in K-12 settings, 

it has become a requirement for teacher education programs (O’Neil & Krause, 2019).  Starting 

teachers with training to ensure technology integration is vital towards achieving efficacy. 

In a journal article written by Marksbury (2017), challenges that play a role in low 

enrollment in STEM majors from rural communities were investigated.  While there were many 

factors that could affect these numbers, technology was cited when discussing socioeconomic 

factors.  Some rural communities lack high speed internet access and some teachers effectively 

underutilize the technology that is available.  The article referenced the influences teachers have 

had on former students who are now employed in the STEM fields.  With no technology training 

and poor utilization of available resources that are school provided or personal, teacher efficacy 

would be relatively low.  As such, teachers could be averse to using anything and fail to expose 

students to experiences and interactions that could influence their educational and career path. 

Studies in the field of technology efficacy should focus on numerous factors that have 

shown to have an effect such as socioeconomic class, gender, confidence, skills, attitudes and 

frequency of technology use (Ting, Sarmiento Mellinger, & Morris, 2014).  Having a complete 

picture of respondents can give further insight as to differences that may result due to these 

factors.  This can help not only gauge teacher efficacy and their technology use but can help 

understand students and their capacity to effectively utilize cell phones or laptops for educational 

purposes.   

Studies have been done to evaluate how students respond to technology and their own 

perceived efficacy.  One such study found that students reported that they felt more capable and 

more confident in using technology if the program was easy to learn and understand (Edmunds, 

Thorpe, & Conole, 2010).  Having a school district that wants to effectively implement 
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technology on any scale in turn should collaborate with and train instructors on what type of 

technology should be implemented and how.  With cell phones being at the center of most 

people’s daily technology use, this could be a valuable opportunity to encourage teachers and 

students alike to find new ways of leveraging this technology to promote educational 

achievement. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology and Procedures 

Research Design 

With the permission of Dr. Kevin Thomas, the research was done utilizing the same tool 

as the study, “Standing in the Schoolhouse Door: Teacher Perceptions of Mobile Phones in the 

Classroom.”  The attached appendix (see Appendix A) expresses the permission request and the 

subsequent approval.  The purpose of his study was to specifically examine teachers’ support for 

the use of mobile phones in the classroom, their view of the usefulness of specific mobile phone 

features for school-related work, and their perceptions of the barriers to using mobile phones in 

the classroom (Thomas, O’Bannon, & Britt, 2014).   

Both the quantitative and qualitative design were utilized in the research.  Rather than 

simply looking at the poll results numerically, additional information was provided through 

informal interviews.  This allowed for a deeper understanding as to why teachers may feel 

certain ways.  For example, a teacher might feel that technology in the classroom is not 

beneficial because it is their belief that there are too many distractions caused by it.  

Validation of Survey 

The survey that used has been validated and shown to be reliable previously by 

O’Bannon, Dunn, and Park (2017) with the following methods: 

The validation process for this study involved a series of processes recommended by 

Cabrera-Nguyen (2010); EFA was used to assess the underlying factor structure as a 

priori, and then CFA was applied to evaluate the EFA-informed factor structure using a 

maximum likelihood estimation to test the linear relationships between the 33 items and 

each factor.  To be more specific, EFA was utilized to determine a priori model and 

constructs.  An important issue related to validating a new measure is sample size.  In this 
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study, the sample size exceeded all heuristics.  For example, MacCallum, Widaman, 

Zhang, and Hong (1999) recommended that the sample size should be three to five times 

the number of items on the instrument with a minimum of 100 cases.  Hair, Anderson, 

Tatham, and Black (1995) suggested that a sample size of 100 to 400 is adequate.  The 

final sample size of 1,151 was, therefore, deemed acceptable for analysis purposes. 

Participants 

For the purposes of this study, information was gathered from Warren Hills Regional 

School District, Hackettstown School District, Belvidere School District and North Warren 

Regional District in September 2019.  These districts are all located in Warren County New 

Jersey.  The survey was administered in Warren Hills High School, Hackettstown High School, 

Belvidere High School, and North Warren Regional School District, whose building contains 

grades 7 through 12.  The composition of the sample regarding the variables such as teaching 

experience, teaching level, and other factors will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

Setting 

In the state of New Jersey, schools are categorized into District Factor Groups (DFG).  

These factor groups have been developed by the state students’ performance on statewide 

assessments across demographically similar school districts (School Finance, n.d. and add to 

reference).  Six variables are used in assigning categories, which include percent of adults with 

no high school diploma, percent of adults with some college education, occupational status, 

unemployment rate, percent of individuals in poverty, and median family income.  From lowest 

to highest, the factors are A, B, CD, DE, FG, GH, I and J. 

The districts surveyed for this study are listed as follows: Warren Hills (FG), 

Hackettstown (DE), Belvidere (DE), and North Warren (FG). 
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Warren Hills Regional High School is located in Washington, NJ.  The school services 

students from numerous sending districts including Franklin Township, Mansfield, Washington 

Borough, Washington Township, and Oxford.  The high school has a student population of 

approximately 1,200 students and approximately 105 teachers on staff.  The district has recently 

implemented a 1:1 Chromebook policy as of September 2019 across all grade levels.   

Hackettstown High School is located in Hackettstown, NJ school has a student 

population of approximately 920 with approximately 70 teachers on staff.     

North Warren Regional School District is located in Blairstown, NJ.  The school has a 

student population of approximately 890 with approximately 66 teachers on staff.  The building 

houses both the middle school and high school levels. 

Belvidere High School is located in Belvidere, NJ.  The school has a student population 

of approximately 474 with approximately 36 teachers on staff. 
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Chapter 4: Data Results 

Data was collected after receiving approval from each district.  The survey was sent via 

email containing a link, which first asked for consent before leading the participants to the 

survey questions.  A total of 101 responses were collected from August 27, 2019 until October 

16, 2019. 

Instrumentation 

The more recent survey developed specifically for the research topic was administered 

through Google Forms.  This was utilized as it proved itself to be a fast and reliable method to 

gather quantitative and qualitative data.  The aforementioned survey has been included in the 

appendix, which is being used with the permission of Dr. Kevin Thomas of Bellarmine 

University.   

The survey was used in a previous study that surveyed over a thousand teachers in the 

Kentucky and Tennessee area to study instructional barriers to mobile phone use in the 

classroom as well as teacher perceptions of certain cell phone features and their utilization for 

educational purposes. 

Procedures 

Permission requests were sent out to the five school districts inside of Warren County 

New Jersey containing a high school.  The permission was obtained by sending a formal request 

to the school districts’ respective superintendents, who could approve or decline survey 

administration.  Forms were collected back from the superintendents via enclosed self-addressed, 

stamped envelopes.  Of the five requests that were sent, four districts agreed to participate.   

After receiving permission for the latest survey, a link was sent via email to teaching staff 

members in their respective school buildings schools.  They were asked to click the link and 
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answer the questions after assuring voluntary and confidential participation.  Measures were 

taken to ensure that all questions were answered by each case so that there were no lapses in 

data.  Responses were automatically tallied and categorized in Google Sheets, which will be 

coded and exported into Microsoft Excel for use with data analysis software. 

Cases were identified and put into different variable groups utilizing the demographic 

questions of the survey.  These groups included content area, perceived level of expertise with 

technology, years of teaching experience, highest degree earned, age, race, gender, and school 

location.  Teachers were also asked about the type of phone they use, how they use the phone, 

their school’s cell phone policy, and to give a response to a prompt regarding the ban of cell 

phones in the classroom. 

Questions regarding teacher perception were given in a standard Likert scale.  These 

questions asked teachers to rate how much they agreed with the use of cell phones in the 

classroom, concerns they have if cell phones are utilized in the classroom, and possible uses 

students would have.  After each of the questions listed, respondents were given five choices in 

response.  The responses were categorized as “Strongly Disagree, Somewhat Disagree, Neutral, 

Somewhat Agree, and Strongly Agree.”  These variables will be coded from 1 to 5 with 

“Strongly Disagree” listed as number 1 and “Strongly Agree” listed as number 5. 

Data Analysis 

Information from the survey was categorized in Google Sheets.  For data analysis, certain 

categories was coded to allow SPSS to find significant differences.  For the category of school 

location, Warren Hills was coded as 1, Hackettstown 2, North Warren 3, and Belvidere 4.  

Gender was coded as 1 (male) and 2 (female).  Age ranges were analyzed and put into groups of 

20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, and 60+.  Race was categorized as 1 (white), 2 (black/African 
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American), 3 (Asian), 4 (more than one race), 5 (Hawaiian/Pacific Islander), 6 (other) was 

coded as 6.  For degrees earned, 1 (bachelor’s), 2 (master’s), and 4 (educational specialist).  

Number of years teaching will be grouped in a range of 1 to 10 years, as 1 and 11 years or more 

as 2.  Content areas will be coded as 1 (math), 2 (science), 3 (English), 4 (technology), 5 

(business), 6 (health/physical education), 7 (special education), 8 (world language), 9 (social 

studies), 10 (art), 11 (music), 12 (ESL), 13 (agriculture), 14 (did not specify), 15 (theater), and 

16 (vocational skills teacher). 

 

Figure 1. Participant location. This shows the percentage of respondents by district.  
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Figure 2.  Gender breakdown.  This shows the percentages of respondents identified by gender. 

 

Figure 3. Age of respondents.  This reflects the age categories and percentages of those within. 
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Figure 4. Respondent's race. This shows a percentage of respondents by racial identification. 
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Figure 5. Educational attainment. This shows the percentages of respondent’s highest level of 

education. 
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Figure 6. Years of teaching experience. This shows the percentage of respondents in each 

category by years of experience. 
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Figure 7. Subject area. This shows the percentage of respondents and their subject taught. 

Of the 101 participants, 100% stated that they owned a smartphone with a data plan.  

Other options included having a basic phone without a data plan and not having a cell phone at 

all.  Given the responses, this could indicate that teachers have their own level of familiarity with 

smartphones, which could in turn give them insight to their capacity and usefulness in everyday 

life and in their subject matter. 

The next question gathered information regarding their own utilization of the device.  

Most notably, 100% of the respondents indicated that they sent and received text messages.  

Over 90% reported other functions such as accessing the internet, sending and receiving email, 

taking pictures, using the device as a clock/alarm, and using it as a calculator.  Other notable uses 

that received over 80% but less than 90% of responses were using the calendar function and 

downloading apps.  Only 53% of teachers responding cited using their cell phones for 

educational apps. 
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Figure 8. Use of cell phone apps. This chart shows the number of teachers citing their use of 

particular cell phone applications. 

Interestingly, when asked about their school’s cell phone policy, most reported a policy 

whereby students could use their phones before and after school as well as between classes 

(55.3%), and the next largest response stated students could use the phone throughout the day for 

instructional purposes (31.1%).  Some respondents gave their own view of the policy when 

selecting “other,” which gathered responses citing that students could utilize the phones with 

teacher discretion, that phones were not allowed on school grounds, and that they were allowed 

on school grounds but only if they were turned off.  The varying responses to this question 

within the same district could indicate a failure of school administration to properly 

communicate how students are expected to use technology or that teachers themselves dictate 

their own policies inside their classroom. 

While many of the qualitative responses that were available were optional and classified 
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as “other” when presented a series of choices, the prompt “Describe your thoughts about the ban 

on the use of cell phones in the classroom” was mandatory for completion of the survey.  Over 

half of the respondents supported banning cell phones from the classroom with reasons ranging 

from “distracting students,” “causing a security concern,” or “being redundant in situations 

where schools supply students with Chromebooks.”  A few indicated that they would support the 

ban, but it seems like a losing battle because students would use them without permission 

anyway.  About 30 of the cases stated that cell phones do have instructional benefits and should 

be allowed with teacher discretion, whether for classroom management purposes or for specific 

academic purposes. 

Use of Cell Phones in the Classroom 

The next series of questions were presented regarding teacher perception towards the use 

of cell phones in the classroom.  The questions were followed by a Likert scale, where a 

response of 1 (strongly disagree) and 5 (strongly agree).   

There were 27 respondents that stated that they supported using cell phones in the 

classroom with only 7 of those responses strongly agreeing.  Most teachers disagreed with using 

cell phones with 26 strongly disagreeing and 20 disagreeing.  The highest actual response was 

neutral with 28 responses.  This could indicate that teachers would need to actively utilize and 

plan for cell phone use in the classroom, which could lead them to respond in the future with 

support or dissent. 
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Figure 9. Teacher support. This shows the percentage of teachers that support or do not support 

the use of cell phones in the classroom. 
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When asked about using a cell phone for school related work, 51 stated they would, with 

30 saying they would not, and 20 remained neutral.  Of the 5 possible responses, the highest 

category was strongly agree with 29 of the 101.  

 

Figure 10. Use for work. This shows how much support teachers have for using a cell phone for 

school-related job functions. 

The next question asked about their allowance of students to utilize cell phones for 

school-related work.  Over half stated they would allow students to use them versus 29 that were 

against it.  This could be viewed as being rather odd considering that while 55 teachers supported 

letting them use it for school-related purposes. When looking at teacher perception regarding the 

ban of cell phones, 54 stated how they supported the ban due to distractions.  This could indicate 

that teachers understand that cell phones can be educationally viable, but students are more likely 

to be off task when using them. 
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Figure 11. Allowed student use for school-related work. This shows teachers’ opinions towards 

letting students use phones in the classroom when appropriate. 
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Lastly in this section, teachers were asked if they felt that cell phones supported student 

learning.  Only about 40% stated they thought cell phones support student learning as opposed to 

about 32% stating they are not.  The other 28% were neutral.  This could indicate that teachers 

feel that they are too distracting to be beneficial or are unaware of their application in a 

classroom environment.   

 

Figure 12. Use supports learning. This shows teachers’ perception regarding cell phones and 

their application towards learning. 

Efficacy of Cell Phone Utilization in the Classroom 

Participants were asked how strongly they agreed or disagreed with a feature or function 

of the phone as it relates to school related work.  A Likert scale was provided with 1 (strongly 

disagree) up to 5 (strongly agree). 

The first question asked respondents if they think sending and receiving text messages is 

useful for school related work.  Overwhelming teachers responded negatively with 73% citing 
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strongly disagree or disagree.  Those that thought it could be beneficial by responding agree or 

strongly agree only accounted for 17%. 

 

Figure 13. Text messages support student learning. This graph shows teacher perception towards 

using text messages in the classroom. 
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Next, teachers were asked about their perception regarding how useful sending and 

receiving emails are to student learning.  Most saw value with 51.5% responding they agreed or 

strongly agreed, 31.7% stated they disagreed or strongly disagreed, and 16.8% remaining neutral. 

 

Figure 14. Email supports student learning. This graph shows teacher perception towards email 

in the classroom. 
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Twitter is utilized by some school districts to communicate information about athletics 

and general school news such as events, state testing information, and school closures.  All four 

of the districts in this study utilize Twitter for these reasons.  However, for general education 

over 75% of respondents stated they disagreed with using it for educational purposes.  Only 9 of 

the 101 saw some positive value for it in the classroom

 

Figure 15. Tweets support student learning. This graph shows teacher perception towards using 

Twitter in the classroom. 
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Utilizing a cell phone to access the internet was seen as a useful way to implement cell 

phones in the classroom, accounting for 68.3% of responses.  Only 20 of the 101 recorded results 

were in disagreement. 

 

Figure 16. Internet access supports student learning. This graph shows teacher perception 

towards internet access in the classroom.  
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Taking pictures was mostly seen as having little value in the classroom with 48.5% 

stating they strongly disagreed or disagreed.  An overwhelming majority of those who disagreed 

with it cited that they were strongly against it.   

 

Figure 17. Taking pictures support student learning. This graph shows teacher perception 

towards using a cell phone’s camera feature in the classroom. 
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Similarly, teachers were mostly against the idea of posting pictures online as having 

educational value.  This falls in line with the previous question, where many of the responding 

teachers did not see value in taking pictures at all.  There was however a larger shift towards 

strongly disagree, which could indicate while some of those that might not have been against 

taking pictures entirely would only see value in it being used locally. 

 

Figure 18. Posting pictures online supports student learning. This graph shows teacher 

perception towards posting pictures online using a cell phone’s camera feature in the classroom. 
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Recording a video proved to be a rather unpopular application of cell phone utilization in 

the classroom.  Over half of the respondents were against this use with only 26.8% showing 

support. 

 

Figure 19. Video recording supports student learning.  This graph shows teacher perception 

towards recording video in the classroom. 
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Similarly, to the responses about taking and posting pictures online, most teachers were 

against having the videos posted as well.   

 

Figure 20. Posting videos online supports student learning.  This graph shows teacher perception 

towards posting videos online in the classroom. 
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The responses to watching a video on a cell phone for educational purposes yielded some 

interesting results.  When looking at the percentages of those for and those against, the former 

received 36.6% and the latter received the same.  However, of those that were opposed almost 

three times as many strongly disagreed with using them to watch videos as opposed to just 

disagreeing, but the respondents that saw value were almost evenly split at 18.8% agreed and 

17.8% strongly agreed. 

 

Figure 21. Watching videos supports student learning.  This graph shows teacher perception 

towards watching videos on a cell phone in the classroom. 
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Recording audio with a cell phone was mostly met with respondents that disagreed with 

its effectiveness.  Those disagreeing accounted for 53.5% while 26.7% agreed or strongly 

agreed. 

 

Figure 22. Audio recording supports student learning.  This graph shows teacher perception 

towards using cell phones to record audio in the classroom. 
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The idea of posting recorded audio from a cell phone was met with responses that were 

similar to the previous question.  Almost half of the responders totally disagreed with it, and in 

total 62.4% did not foresee any use for posting recorded audio. 

 

Figure 23. Posting audio online supports student learning.  This graph shows teacher perception 

towards using cell phones to post recorded audio online in the classroom. 
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Playing music was addressed in the next question.  For the most part, teachers were 

against it with 44.6% either disagreeing or strongly disagreeing.  Oddly, there were as many 

teachers that were neutral as there were teachers either agreeing or strongly agreeing. 

 

Figure 24. Playing music supports student learning. This graph shows teacher perception 

towards allowing students to listen to music in the classroom. 
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Using a cell phone as a clock, alarm, or timer showed 48.5% seeing value in it against 

26.8% of respondents that disagreed with its use for those functions. 

 

Figure 25. Clock/Alarm/Timer functions support student learning. This graph shows teacher 

perception towards using a cell phone as a clock, alarm, and/or timer in the classroom. 
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A majority of teachers agreed that using the calendar function on a cell phone would 

serve as beneficial.  Between agree and strongly agree, 66.4% of respondents were in favor, 

while the remaining responses were almost equally distributed between being neutral or against. 

 

Figure 26. Calendar features support student learning. This graph shows teacher perception 

towards using calendar features in the classroom. 
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Using the calculator feature of a cell phone for the most part was generally seen as being 

a useful application.  A little over half, 54.5%, either agreed or strongly agreed. 

 

Figure 27. Calculator feature supports student learning. This graph shows teacher perception 

towards using a cell phone as a calculator in the classroom. 
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The next question saw the most one-sided group of opinions out of the entire survey.  The 

use of social media, such as Facebook and Instagram, saw 82.2% of respondents being against its 

utilization.  Of this grouping, 72.3% of them strongly disagreed.  Only 10 of the 101 respondents 

agreed with using it for classroom purposes, of which only 6 “Strongly Agreed.” 

 

Figure 28. Using social networks support student learning. This graph shows teacher perception 

towards using social network sites in the classroom. 
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Downloading apps saw another strong showing of strongly disagree, with 35.6% rating it 

as such.  An equal amount were neutral in their response, with only 19.8% seeing value. 

 

Figure 29. Downloading apps support student learning. This graph shows teacher perception 

towards using downloaded apps in the classroom. 
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Many respondents stated that they supported using a cell phone for educational apps.  

Over half of them, 54.4% showed support against 17.8% that were against it. 

 

Figure 30. Educational apps support student learning. This graph shows teacher perception 

towards using educational apps in the classroom. 
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The scanning of QR codes was addressed, with 41.6% against using cell phones for this 

purpose.  Conversely, 33.7% would see it as being useful. 

 

Figure 31. Scanning QR Codes Support Student Learning. This graph shows teacher perception 

towards scanning QR codes in the classroom. 
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Lastly in this series of responses, creating QR codes was examined.  Most did not see it 

as useful, with 48.5% against it and 22.8% for it. 

 

Figure 32. Creating QR codes support student learning. This graph shows teacher perception 

towards creating QR codes in the classroom. 

An opportunity for respondents to list any other applications or uses for cell phones in the 

classroom that they were for or against.  It garnished only 3 responses out of the 101.  One stated 

that “unless they were provided a phone by the district that they would not use up their data for 

work purposes.”  The second stated that “because students had Chromebooks cell phones were 

unnecessary for educational purposes,” while the third echoed this sentiment but added that the 

“calendar feature on a cell phone could be utilized to note an assignment due date.” 

When asked to provide additional thoughts about the benefits of using cell phones in the 

classroom, just under half posted a response (50).  No scales or multiple-choice answers were 

provided, only a prompt and a section in which they could type in a response.   

There were some teachers (21) that did see benefits to cell phones in the classroom, but 

almost all of these positives came with an attached negative or a condition.  Benefits that were 
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listed included “giving students access to digital classrooms,” “safety,” “keeping track of 

assignments,” and “general communication.”  However, others stated that students would need to 

have established rules and would need to be monitored when using them.  A third of the 

responses indicated that while there were benefits, they were mostly distracting for reasons such 

as students having no self-control or taking advantage of opportunities when cell phones are 

allowed. 

The remaining responses outright said that “cell phones were distracting,” “had no 

benefits in the classroom,” and were “disruptive.”  Respondents commented that in their school 

students should be using school provided laptops or Chromebooks, which meant that cell phones 

were unnecessary.  Some did not mention any benefits, but merely stated that any benefits they 

created were outweighed by problems they caused.   

Barriers to Learning with Cell Phone Utilization 

The next section of questions on the survey asked respondents to rate, via Likert scale, 

how strongly they agreed or disagreed with certain aspects of cell phones being a barrier to 

learning.  Similar to other sections, ratings ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly 

agree). 

The first question served as a general overview of usage in the classroom.  Respondents 

were asked if they believed access to phones/apps were a barrier.  Only 15 of the 101 responded 

as strongly disagree or disagree.  On the other hand, 59 either agreed or strongly agreed. 
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Figure 33. Access to phones/apps do not support student learning. This graph shows teacher 

perception towards the effects of student access to phones/apps in the classroom. 
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Cheating was the next concern addressed.  Overwhelmingly, teachers showed a concern 

with students utilizing cell phones to cheat.  The highest scoring category was strongly agree, 

with 66 respondents followed by agree with 18.  Only 8 respondents did not feel that cell phones 

were a cheating concern. 

 

Figure 34. Level of concern with cell phones to cheat. This graph shows teacher concerns 

towards the possible use of cell phones to cheat in the classroom. 
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Cyberbullying also presents a problem according to the gathered results.  Around 77% 

agreed or strongly agreed with cell phones as a vehicle for cyberbullying and would consider 

them as a barrier to learning.  A small percentage felt that it was not an issue. 

 

Figure 35. Level of concern regarding cell phone use and cyberbullying. This graph shows 

teacher concerns towards cyberbullying in the classroom. 
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Cell phones as a general distraction in class was heavily viewed as a barrier to learning.  

This is further supported by some of the qualitative data that was asked for through short answer 

prompts. 

 

Figure 36. Level of concern regarding cell phone use and class disruption. This graph shows 

teacher concerns towards cell phones causing disruptions in the classroom. 
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Students using cell phones for communication among peers is not uncommon.  As such, 

writing short messages containing certain vernacular and abbreviations could translate into 

student writing.  Respondents generally felt strongly about the impact this had on their writing. 

 

Figure 37. Level of Concern Regarding Cell Phone Use and Student Writing. This graph shows 

teacher concerns towards cell phone use and its effect on their writing skills in the classroom. 
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Sexting also had strong responses, with 61% stating it was a barrier to learning.  Of the 

concerns and barriers listed, this did have the most respondents in the strongly disagree category 

but with a small showing of about 10% of all respondents. 

 

Figure 38. Level of concern regarding cell phone use and sexting. This graph shows teacher 

concerns towards sexting in the classroom. 
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The last question with the provided Likert scale referenced students accessing 

inappropriate content on the internet.  Almost 75% of respondents agreed that this was a concern 

for using cell phones in the classroom. 

 

Figure 39. Level of concern regarding accessing inappropriate content. This graph shows teacher 

concerns towards student access to inappropriate content. 

Respondents had two opportunities to write in their own thoughts with an “Other” section 

as well as a prompt soliciting additional thoughts.  Between the two sections, a running theme 

was concern about student distractions.  Respondents gave examples such as students 

multitasking and missing notes or important information during lessons.  Other concerns were 

supplemental to the above questions, citing the inability for students to spell, copying work, 

using apps to solve math problems, and communicating with students in other classes to arrange 

meetups in bathrooms. 
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Review of Research Questions 

Research Question 1: Is there a significant difference between teachers of STEM subjects 

and humanities regarding their perceptions of cell phones as an instructional aid in the 

classroom? 

Three questions were analyzed when looking for a significant difference between STEM 

teachers and humanities regarding how they viewed and utilized cell phones.  During the course 

of the survey, they were asked if they supported cell phones in the classroom, if they would 

allow students to use them for school related work, if they thought cellphones supported student 

learning, and if they in fact allowed students to use cell phones in class for school related work.  

For the support of using cell phones in the classroom, there is not a significant difference 

between STEM teachers (M = 2.66, SD = 1.261) and humanities teachers (M = 2.61, SD = 

1.262), t = -.159, df = 99; sig = .874 at the 95% confidence level.  With the mean reflecting 

mostly disagree or neutral, this could indicate that teachers may not have enough experience with 

using cell phones in the classroom or they may have had negative experiences. 

When comparing whether or not they would allow cell phones for school-related work, 

there is no significant difference between STEM teachers (M = 3.45, SD = 1.121) and humanities 

teachers (M = 3.33, SD = 1.492), t = -.374, df = 99; sig = .709 at the 95% confidence level.  

Teachers may be open to allowing students to use cell phones, but only if they see that students 

are getting a benefit from it. 

Regarding whether or not teachers thought phones could/do support student learning, 

there is no significant difference between STEM teachers (M = 3.00, SD = 1.134) and humanities 

teachers (M = 2.97, SD = 1.289), t = -.101, df = 99; sig = .920 at the 95% confidence level.  

STEM teachers may have a slightly higher mean than humanities due to the use of calculators 
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and other apps that are directly associated with science, math, and technology. 

Lastly, when asked whether or not teachers actually allowed students to use cell phones 

in the classroom for school-related work, there is no significant difference between STEM 

teachers (M = 1.66, SD = .484) and humanities teachers (M = 1.65, SD = .479), t = -.023, df = 99; 

sig = .982 at the 95% confidence level.  This was a binary question that could be answered yes or 

no, which was coded as 1 (no) and 2 (yes).  Given the high mean for both categories, they are 

likely to allow phone use in the classroom. 
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Table 1 

Group Statistics of STEM and Humanities Teachers 

 
STEM N Mean SD SEM 

I support the use of 

cell phones in the 

classroom. 

1 72 2.61 1.262 .149 

2 29 2.66 1.261 .234 

I would allow my 

students to use cell 

phones for school-

related work. 

1 72 3.33 1.492 .176 

2 29 3.45 1.121 .208 

I think that cell 

phones could/do 

support student 

learning. 

1 72 2.97 1.289 .152 

2 29 3.00 1.134 .211 

I allow my students 

to use cell phones 

for school related 

work. 

1 72 1.65 .479 .057 

2 29 1.66 .484 .090 

Note. This table lists the group statistics for STEM and humanities teachers regarding support 

and allowance of cell phones.  
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Table 2 

Independent Samples Test for STEM and Humanities Teachers 

 

Levene's Test 

for Equality 

of Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 

(2-

tailed) MD SD 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Low

er 

Uppe

r 

I support the use 

of cell phones in 

the classroom. 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.0

17 

.898 -

.15

9 

99 .874 -.044 .278 -.595 .507 

Equal 

variances not 

assumed 

  
-

.15

9 

51.814 .874 -.044 .277 -.601 .513 

I would allow my 

students to use 

cell phones for 

school-related 

work. 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

6.

49

9 

.012 -

.37

4 

99 .709 -.115 .307 -.725 .495 

Equal 

variances not 

assumed 

  
-

.42

2 

68.467 .674 -.115 .272 -.659 .429 

I think that cell 

phones could/do 

support student 

learning. 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

4.

35

7 

.039 -

.10

1 

99 .920 -.028 .274 -.572 .516 

Equal 

variances not 

assumed 

  
-

.10

7 

58.480 .915 -.028 .260 -.547 .492 
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I allow my 

students to use 

cell phones for 

school related 

work. 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.0

02 

.964 -

.02

3 

99 .982 -.002 .106 -.212 .207 

Equal 

variances not 

assumed 

  
-

.02

3 

51.369 .982 -.002 .106 -.215 .211 

Note. This table lists the independent samples tests for STEM and humanities teachers regarding 

support and allowance of cell phones. 

Research Question 2: Is there a significant difference between teacher experience and their 

perceptions regarding cell phones as an instructional aid in the classroom? 

The same four survey questions previously used when comparing cell phone utilization 

and perception for STEM and humanities teachers have been used when analyzing teacher 

experience.  Teachers were divided into two groups, those that have ten years or fewer and those 

that have eleven or more. 

For the support of using cell phones in the classroom, there is not a significant difference 

between teachers with ten or less years of experience (M = 2.50, SD = 1.244) and teachers with 

over ten years of experience (M = 2.68, SD = 1.266), t = -.673, df = 99; sig = .503 at the 95% 

confidence level.  While the standard deviation and mean are both similar, teachers with less 

experience averaged more towards disagreeing with their use, possibly due to their own 

utilization of cell phones on a daily basis. 

When comparing whether or not they would allow cell phones for school-related work, 

there is no significant difference between teachers with ten or less years of experience (M = 3.31, 

SD = 1.491) and teachers with over ten years of experience (M = 3.39, SD = 1.353), t = -.264, df 

= 99; sig = .793 at the 95% confidence level.  With the average responses on the Likert scale 

being slightly higher than neutral, this could indicate that teachers might be open to allowing cell 
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phone use if the situation called for it. 

Regarding whether or not teachers thought phones could/do support student learning, 

there is not a significant difference between teachers with ten or less years of experience (M = 

3.03, SD = 1.204) and teachers with over ten years of experience (M = 2.96, SD = 1.265), t = 

.280, df = 99; sig = .780 at the 95% confidence level.  Teachers that may have used cell phones 

in their own educational experiences may find that they are supportive in education whereas 

teachers with more experience may be older and did not have the same utilization. 

Lastly, when asked whether or not teachers actually allowed students to use cell phones 

in the classroom for school-related work, there is no significant difference between teachers with 

ten or less years of experience (M = 1.66, SD = .483) and teachers with over ten years of 

experience (M = 1.65, SD = .480), t = .040, df = 99; sig = .968 at the 95% confidence level.  The 

similar means between the groups might indicate that experienced and inexperienced teachers 

may not have found reasons to implement cell phones specifically but allow their use when 

applicable. 
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Table 3 

Group Statistics for Teacher Experience 

  
How many years 

have you been a 

classroom teacher? N Mean SD SEM 

I support the use of 

cell phones in the 

classroom. 

1 32 2.50 1.244 .220 

2 69 2.68 1.266 .152 

I would allow my 

students to use cell 

phones for school-

related work. 

1 32 3.31 1.491 .263 

2 69 3.39 1.353 .163 

I think that cell 

phones could/do 

support student 

learning. 

1 32 3.03 1.204 .213 

2 69 2.96 1.265 .152 

I allow my students 

to use cell phones 

for school related 

work. 

1 32 1.66 .483 .085 

2 69 1.65 .480 .058 

Note. This table lists the group statistics for teachers based on the number of years’ experience 

they have regarding support and allowance of cell phones. 
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Table 4 

Independent Samples Test for Teacher Experience 

  

Levene's Test for 

Equality of 

Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 

(2-

tailed) MD SE 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

I support 

the use of 

cell phones 

in the 

classroom. 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.028 .868 -

.67

3 

99 .503 -.181 .269 -.716 .353 

Equal 

variances not 

assumed 

    
-

.67

7 

61.

451 

.501 -.181 .268 -.716 .354 

I would 

allow my 

students to 

use cell 

phones for 

school-

related 

work. 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

1.19

8 

.276 -

.26

4 

99 .793 -.079 .299 -.672 .514 

Equal 

variances not 

assumed 

    
-

.25

4 

55.

513 

.800 -.079 .310 -.699 .542 

I think that 

cell phones 

could/do 

support 

student 

learning. 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.070 .792 .28

0 

99 .780 .075 .267 -.454 .604 

Equal 

variances not 

assumed 

    
.28

5 

63.

297 

.776 .075 .262 -.448 .598 
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I allow my 

students to 

use cell 

phones for 

school 

related 

work. 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.006 .937 .04

0 

99 .968 .004 .103 -.200 .208 

Equal 

variances not 

assumed 

    
.04

0 

60.

172 

.969 .004 .103 -.202 .210 

Note. This table lists the independent samples tests for teachers based on the experience 

regarding support and allowance of cell phones. 

 

Research Question 3: Is there a significant difference between teachers of tested subjects 

and non-tested subjects and their perceptions regarding cell phones as an instructional aid 

in the classroom? 

Lastly, the four specific survey questions were used when comparing cell phone 

utilization and perception for teachers based on whether or not their subject was tested.  Teachers 

were divided into two groups, based on New Jersey state testing requirements. 

For the support of using cell phones in the classroom, there is not a significant difference 

between teachers that are tested (M = 2.67, SD = 1.315) and teachers that are not (M = 2.60, SD = 

1.236), t = -.238, df = 99; sig = .812 at the 95% confidence level.  With both having similar 

means, it could indicate that general teaching strategies and utilization of cell phones in 

classrooms are similar no matter the content. 

When comparing whether or not they would allow cell phones for school-related work, 

there is not a significant difference between teachers that are tested (M = 3.48, SD = 1.349) and 

teachers that are not (M = 3.31, SD = 1.417), t = -.595, df = 99; sig = .553 at the 95% confidence 

level.  Worth noting is that the mean for teachers that are tested is higher than that of any other 

response to this question.  This could be because math is a tested subject area, and in general 
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teachers saw value in allowing students to use their cell phone’s calculator app. 

Regarding whether or not teachers thought phones could/do support student learning, 

there is not a significant difference between teachers that are tested (M = 2.97, SD = 1.237) and 

teachers that are not (M = 2.99, SD = 1.252), t = .059, df = 99; sig = .953 at the 95% confidence 

level.  Both means are very similar and close to averaging neutral.  Specific professional 

development in how to utilize cell phones in the classroom could widen the difference between 

the two or perhaps move both more towards support. 

Lastly, when asked whether or not teachers actually allowed students to use cell phones 

in the classroom for school-related work, there is not a significant difference between teachers 

that are tested (M = 1.61, SD = .496) and teachers that are not (M = 1.68, SD = .471), t = .692, df 

= 99; sig = .490 at the 95% confidence level.  Both groups had similar means reflecting that they 

may allow student use in the classroom.  Again, this could be a reflection of not having a specific 

utilization, but teachers may allow students to use them on a case by case basis. 
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Table 5 

Group Statistics for Tested and Non-Tested Teachers 

  

Tested N Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

I support the use of cell 

phones in the 

classroom. 

1 68 2.60 1.236 .150 

2 33 2.67 1.315 .229 

I would allow my 

students to use cell 

phones for school-

related work. 

1 68 3.31 1.417 .172 

2 33 3.48 1.349 .235 

I think that cell phones 

could/do support 

student learning. 

1 68 2.99 1.252 .152 

2 33 2.97 1.237 .215 

I allow my students to 

use cell phones for 

school related work. 

1 68 1.68 .471 .057 

2 33 1.61 .496 .086 

Note. This table lists the group statistics for teachers based on whether or not they are tested 

regarding support and allowance of cell phones. 
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Table 6 

Independent Samples Test for Tested and Non-Tested Teachers  

  

Levene's Test 

for Equality of 

Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 

(2-

taile

d) MD SD 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Lowe

r 

Uppe

r 

I support 

the use of 

cell phones 

in the 

classroom. 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.585 .446 -

.23

8 

99 .812 -.064 .268 -.595 .467 

Equal 

variances 

not 

assumed 

    
-

.23

3 

60.0

31 

.817 -.064 .274 -.611 .484 

I would 

allow my 

students to 

use cell 

phones for 

school-

related 

work. 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.804 .372 -

.59

5 

99 .553 -.176 .296 -.763 .411 

Equal 

variances 

not 

assumed 

    
-

.60

5 

66.3

49 

.547 -.176 .291 -.757 .405 

I think that 

cell phones 

could/do 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.016 .900 .05

9 

99 .953 .016 .265 -.509 .541 
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support 

student 

learning. 

Equal 

variances 

not 

assumed 

    
.05

9 

64.1

40 

.953 .016 .263 -.511 .542 

I allow my 

students to 

use cell 

phones for 

school 

related 

work. 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

1.577 .212 .69

2 

99 .490 .070 .102 -.131 .272 

Equal 

variances 

not 

assumed 

    
.68

0 

60.6

06 

.499 .070 .104 -.137 .278 

Note. This table lists the independent samples tests for tested and non-tested teachers regarding 

support and allowance of cell phones. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Recommendations 

The results indicated that while teachers are familiar with smartphones in both their 

personal and professional lives, they find limited use for them in the classroom environment.  

This is indicated by the mostly negative qualitative responses pointing to how distracting they 

are to students.  Apps such as calculators have benefits in a math classroom, but the temptation 

to answer texts, view notifications, and other off task behavior may not justify using a cell phone 

versus a traditional piece of hardware like graphing or scientific calculators with limited 

functionality. One function tools in turn limit distractions and can help students focus.  With 

research showing that having a cell phone nearby can impede cognitive capacity (Ward, Duke, 

Gneezy, & Bos, 2017), opting to use a cell phone for these functions may seem counter intuitive. 

The concern for keeping students on task may be justified but may not be a complete 

picture based on student needs.  The school districts participating in the survey have adequate 

access to technology in that each student is supplied a Chromebook for use in school and at 

home while the school infrastructure provides Wi-Fi for student and staff use.  It could be 

possible that teachers, and students for that matter, in districts where budgets do not allow for 

this type of provided access, may view cell phones in a different light. 

While schools may institute policies regarding the use of cell phones, many teachers feel 

that they should be utilized at their own discretion.  This is supported by numerous respondents 

and could also indicate why there is seemingly a misunderstanding or lack of knowledge 

regarding school policies.  In a time when teachers are being held to higher standards of 

education than ever before, a blanket rule banning cell phones entirely could hinder a teacher’s 

ability to connect with students (Frey & Tatum, 2016) and provide a meaningful way to connect 

with or manipulate content via cell phone.  Handcuffing a teacher that sees value in delivering 
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curriculum via cell phone and can see positive results due to students’ comfort in utilizing the 

device can be viewed as counter intuitive and a hindrance to student achievement. 

Given the survey responses and the lack of significant differences between the groups, 

there seems to be a universal agreement between different categories of teachers that cell phones 

in the classroom have certain uses but are not seen as a valuable enough tool to be implemented 

fully.  Similar to the results found in the previous distribution of this survey, teachers find use in 

calendars, calculators, and internet access, but almost any benefit derived from utilizing a cell 

phone can in fact be found in school provided devices that can be monitored via software such as 

GoGuardian or by filtering web content through school network firewalls.  Classroom 

management is a large part of being a successful teacher, and without being able to manage 

accessible content, teachers may be at a loss to gain and keep student attention when they have 

access to other outlets via their phones (Pettijohn et al., 2015). 

Discussion of Results 

There are numerous factors that can go into why teachers in each group were for or 

against using cell phones in the classroom.  For all teachers, whether they teach STEM classes, 

have more or less experience, or are tested or not tested, supporting the use of cell phones may 

be completely dependent on their own experiences and exposure to meaningful classroom 

applications.  If a school district does not openly encourage teachers to find useful ways to 

integrate cell phones in the classroom, teachers may rely on traditional methods that they are 

already familiar with and not see much of a reason why cell phones should be invited into their 

classrooms. 

STEM Teachers 

STEM teachers had a slightly higher mean than that of humanities teachers when asked 
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about supporting the use of cell phones in the classroom.  This may be due to statewide focus on 

21st century careers, many of which are technocentric, and using cell phones as a tool will be 

vital to their success in these types of industries.  One of the concerns raised by Hamilton (2015) 

stated that by the time a teacher mastered new platforms that students already moved on to the 

next trend.  This actually may serve a benefit for students that are interested in these industries 

since they are constantly moving on to the latest and greatest apps and utilities, and as Kolb 

(2011) mentioned, students could bring their knowledge of new uses into the classroom to enrich 

their learning. 

Years of Experience 

Looking at years of experience and their support of cell phones in the classroom yielded 

interesting results.  Both groups had means reflecting that they did not support cell phones in the 

classrooms.  However, teachers that have over ten years of experience have a slightly higher 

mean than those with less experience.  Experienced teachers may agree with Smith and Throne 

(2009) and understand the value of differentiated instruction, but still have some concerns over 

classroom management and student performance.  Teachers with more experience may also have 

a better grasp on content, and as such may be more likely to try something new that they feel 

would be useful in the classroom (Benham & Carvalho, 2016). 

Tested and Non-Tested   

Tested teachers and non-tested teachers were similar in their views reporting they did not 

support cell phones in the classroom, but the tested teachers had slightly higher means.  This 

could be because one of the tested subjects, math, can find use in the calculator functions.  

Students that do not have a graphing or scientific calculator have access to numerous apps that 

can take their place.  English classrooms may benefit from the ability to research information 
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online using their cell phones but writing research papers strictly using a cell phone may be 

impractical.  Research has shown that students using cell phones during class that can get 

distracted may miss out on important content discussed in class and have lower recall and miss 

out on notes (Synnott, 2015), and if English classes are dependent on reading and discussion, 

many of the discussion themes can be missed. 

 The results of the testing did not show significant differences, but there were some trends 

showing a relationship between utilization and STEM teachers, tested teachers, and teachers with 

more than ten years’ experience.  A larger sample size or a sample that had a higher percentage 

of these cases in its population could have a stronger indication.  It is also important to recognize 

that these results are from a rather homogeneous population and only represent predominantly 

high school teachers in Northwest New Jersey.  

Recommendations 

The survey utilized could give more definitive results by changing the Likert scale from 

the five choices given, strongly disagree, disagree, neither agree/disagree, agree, strongly agree, 

to four and eliminating neither agree/disagree.  This could help to make the case for or against 

cell phone use in the classroom more decisive.  Another possible change could be binary 

responses in lieu of any type of scale.  This could definitely tell surveyors and administration 

what is being used and which subject areas of using it. 

 Another recommendation would be to conduct the survey on a much broader scale.  

Socioeconomic conditions, teacher perception, school district policy, administration efforts, 

professional development and many other factors could have an impact on teacher use and 

perception towards cell phones in the classroom.  Gathering more data and adding in more 

demographic data such as urban, rural, school budgets, and technology accessibility can give 
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more insight as to who might benefit from implementing a cell phone centric classroom.  

Additionally, responses are recorded but not explained.  Focus groups or interviews could help to 

gather qualitative data to see specifically why some cases perceive cell phones and their 

utilization one way or another. 

A school district that meaningfully utilizes cell phones in the classroom would need to 

have a lot of support from administration.  School policies would have to allow their use openly, 

teachers would need to have professional development on general or specific utilization, network 

administrators would need to have aggressive firewalls, and a shift away from traditional 

technology like computers would have to take place.  Even then, there is no guarantee that 

students would use school Wi-Fi rather than their cellular data plans to access off task content.  

Cell phones are a valuable tool and can allow for ubiquitous learning, but in a classroom setting 

teachers may never have to control necessary to ensure students are using them meaningfully. 

Implications for Practice 

Schools have an important decision to make concerning whether or not to embrace or 

reject the integration of cell phones in the classroom.  When accounting for neutral aligning with 

disagree for the Likert scales, 73% of teachers surveyed did not support the use of cell phones in 

the classroom, 46% would not allow students to use cell phones for school-related work, 60% 

think that cell phones do not support student learning, and 35% do not allow students to use them 

for school-related work.  These numbers and their variance do indicate some hypocrisy. 

 With 74 teachers responding that they do not support cell phones in the classroom, it would seem 

intuitive that 74 of the 101 teachers surveyed would have answered that they do not allow use in 

the classroom, yet 66 of the 101 when faced with a binary yes or no question directly asking if 

they allowed students to use their cell phones replied yes.  This could indicate that teachers do 
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not support them but do find some value in utilizing them.  Further, it could indicate that rather 

than fighting student use they would rather find ways to let students use them when necessary. 

The usage of cell phones in these districts are only a small piece of a much larger picture 

not only in New Jersey, but globally.  For meaningful change to take place so that cell phones 

can be successfully integrated, administration would need to study school districts that have a 

culture established that embraces the cell phone as a valuable tool rather than another thing in the 

classroom that can divert a student’s attention.  

 Teacher mindsets would not only have to change, but students as well.  Research 

showing the benefits of cell phone use in the classroom point to an educational opportunity to 

teach students about proper cell phone use and etiquette.  This would take some time, but as 

younger students start to use their phones in the classroom for educational purposes there stands 

a chance that as they continue their education they will be more focused on their tasks.   

With adoption of policies allowing for open and free use of cell phones in the classroom, 

teachers may be more likely to find new and innovative ways to utilize them.  Teachers that 

advocate that a Chromebook is enough may realize that, along with the vast selection of websites 

with subject specific content, there are numerous apps that have been and will be developed for 

cell phones.  With the proper training, open mind, and a school culture of sharing best practices, 

cell phones may just become the preferred learning tool of choice for teachers and students alike.   

An investment of time and money may be necessary to provide professional development 

for teachers.  This could be done in various ways such as group training to encourage utilization, 

providing a database of resources for future reference and individual study, or breaking teachers 

into groupings based on their department to explore how they can be used in content specific 

areas.  School districts would likely benefit from conveying strategies to overcome some of the 
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cited concerns mentioned previously, but also might want to poll their own teachers specifically 

in the event there are district or grade level specific challenges.  

Conclusion 

Cell phones are a meaningful tool that can be utilized for educational purposes, but this 

research indicated teachers have reservations about their use.  Major concerns lie in how to 

monitor student use such as taking photos and videos that can be uploaded to social networking 

sites.  Teachers that do allow cell phone use in the classroom use it for supplemental activities, 

but not as a primary driver for instruction and classwork.  If a district is seriously considering 

allowing a concerted student use of cell phones in the classroom, they will have to address these 

concerns and provide ample professional development to have them used meaningfully. 

The research conducted did not find a significant difference between teachers based on 

their experience, subject matter, or whether not they are tested.  Perhaps teachers in general do 

not necessarily differ much in their perceptions.  Each teacher needs to demonstrate effective 

classroom management, and as such may not want to employ a device capable of doing what 

almost all respondents had concerns with, taking photos and videos that can be posted online via 

social media.  Without a push from administration due to a situation such as budget constraints 

or some other demonstrated need to replace current equipment such as laptops, teachers may find 

no need to utilize cell phones in the classroom at all. 
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